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Introduction. The strong law of large numbers can be shown under

certain hypotheses for random variables which take values in Banach

spaces. The general statement reads as follows:

Theorem. Let H be a Banach space and let {Xi} be a sequence of

independent random ^.-variables (see definition below) with £(X,)=0,

all i > 0. Under appropriate conditions on ï and on {X{}, we can then

assert that (1/n) T^Li Xj converges to 0 in the strong topology of ï

almost surely.2

In a recent paper [l], this author showed this theorem under the

hypotheses that ï is uniformly convex and that the variances of Xi

are uniformly bounded (Var(Xi) =E(||Xi||2)). At the same time, an

example was given of a space in which the theorem fails. It is now

possible, using the methods of [l], to show a necessary and sufficient

condition on the Banach space ï to yield this particular strong law

of large numbers.

A Banach space 3É is said to have property (A) if, for every sequence

{Xi} oí independent random X-variables with E(Xi)=0, all i, and

Var(Xi) <M, all i, we have

1    !
— 2^ X, —> 0 strongly almost surely.
M    ¿_1

A Banach space ï is said to have property (B) if there exists an

integer k>0 and an e>0 such that any choice ai, a2, • • ■ , a^ of ele-

ments from 36 with \\ai\\ ^ 1 gives us

||+ffli + a2 + • ■ • ± a*|| < k(l - e)

for some combination of the + and — signs.

We shall show that these two conditions are equivalent.

1. Definitions.   Let   ï   be   a   separable   Banach   space   and   let
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(S, S, m) be a measure space. Then A mapping X from 5 into X is

called strongly measurable if X~l(B) = {s\X(s)EB} is measurable for

every Borel set PCÏ. If A is strongly measurable and if /s||A(s)||?77d5

< 00 then it can be shown that there is a yEZ such that x*(y)

=fgX*(X(s))mds lor every x*G3£*. y is defined as the integral of X.

A probability space (customarily denoted (fi, B, Pr)) is a measure

space of total measure 1. (Pr(ß) = 1.) A strongly measurable function

X from ñ into ï is called a random ^-variable, and its integral, if it

has one, is called its expectation, E(X). If Xi, ■ • ■ , Xm are random in-

variables and if for every choice Bi, ■ ■ ■ , Bm of Borel sets from ï, we

have

m

Pr{ Xi G Bi, ■ ■ ■ , Xm G Bm} = n PriX; G £;),
1=1

then Xi, • • • , Xm are an independent collection of random ï-vari-

ables. If, in an infinite collection {Xa, aEA } of random X-variables,

every finite sub-collection is independent, then the infinite collection

is said to be independent.

For each random ï-variable X, we define Var(A) = £(||A-£(A)||2)

= fn\\X(w) — E(X)\\2 Pr du. For each sequence {A,} of random in-

variables, we define

c{Xi} = ess sup limsup

1   n

-Za,
n ¿_i

A random ï-variable X is called symmetric if there is a measure-

preserving mapping <¡> of ß into ß such that X(<p(w))= — A(w) for

(almost) all «Gil.

2. Condition (B) implies condition (A).

Theorem 1. Let übe a Banach space satisfying condition (B) and let

{Xi} be a sequence of independent random H-variables with E(Xi) =0

and Var(Xi) <M,    i= 1, 2, • • • . TAera

1    n

— Z Ai —> 0 strongly in ï almost surely.3
n ,=1

Instead of proving Theorem 1, we prove Lemma 2, below, which

is the same result under additional hypotheses. The derivation of

Theorem 1 from Lemma 2, i.e., the exorcism of the extraneous hypoth-

eses, can be taken verbatim from [l], since the convexity condition

is used only in Lemma 2.

* I.e., for almost all bGü.
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Lemma 2. If 36 satisfies condition (B) and {Xi} is a sequence of

random ^¿-variables and

(1) the Xi are independent,

(2) E(Xi) = 0,i=l,2,

(3) \\Xi(a,)\\^l,alli=l,2, • • ■ ;    toGfi,
(4) Xi is symmetric, i= 1, 2, • • ■ ,

then
1   "

— ¿_, Xi —> 0 strongly in 36 almost surely.
M   *-l

Proof. We will designate the sequences satisfying these hypotheses

as being of type 2.

Then we can read the lemma as saying that if 36 satisfies condition

(B) and {Z,} is of type 2, then c{X{} =0. If we set C=C(36)

= sup(c{Xj} I {Xi} oí type 2), then we are to prove that C=0.

We assume, contrarily, that C^O. (Note that c{X,} always exists

under these hypotheses, and does not exceed 1, so that C exists and

is no greater than 1.) We shall derive a contradiction. Choose any

77>0, and let { Ui} be chosen so that {Í7,} is of type 2, and c{ Ui}

>C—77. Let k and e be the numbers given to us in the definition of

condition (B), and consider the random 36-variables

Uki + Uki-i + • • • + Uki-k+i
i= ¡

It is easily seen that { F,} is of type 2, and c{ F,} =c{ Ui}. Further-

more, we can show that E(\\ F,-||) <1 — e/2k. Let <pi be chosen so that

Ui(<t>i(w)) = - Ui(w),       Úfate)) = Ufa),

all uGii, i = l, 2, • • • , jVi.4 Then if we look at the 2k mappings

«k   "Jt-l ,°1

<Pki<Pki-l   -   -   -  <Pki-k+l

given by the possible choices of «,- = 0, 1, /= 1, • • ■ , k, we see that all

these are measure-preserving transformations on Q, and that for every

uEQ, some one of these, <£■„, has the property that

*>

" ± Uki-k+i^) ±  • ■ ■ ± Uki(a)\\ < k(l - e).E      W.(«));•.*»-*+!
Therefore, if we number these 2* mappings as $1, $2, • • • , $&, we

have

4 Possibly this may require a change to an equivalent sequence of random variables

in an isomorphic measure space. The truth of this lemma survives such a transplant-

ing.
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2*

Z       tf,-(*r(»))
;-*¿-*+1

< *(2* - 1) + A(l - t) = *(2* - e)

for each coE®, and therefore

2*£(|    Z    tfJ) = £(z||     2    ̂ ■(*,(-))||)<*(2*-í),
Ml y«.*,-*+i      11/ V r=-i II y-ti-*+i 11/

so that

n    ,, 1      /II     ¿i, II\        1   ¿(2* - e) e
E(\\Vi\\) = - e(\\     Z     ̂     )<T.-i_^-l--.

*      \Wj~ki~k+i      11/        * 2* 2*

Remember that e and ¿ are constants depending only on the space 36.

Let t>l/n', and for each ¿>0, define

Wi =
Vu + Vti-i + • • • + Vu-t+i

t

We easily see that { W,} is of type 2, and that c{ Wi} =c{ F<}. Since

Var(|| F¿||) <1, all ¿= 1, 2, • • • , and the F,- are independent, we have

/      m     II P.II\       1
Var(     Z    P)<1

\ y-«-i+i H  /  H /        /

Thus, for each 7>0,

( t        \ ( II      '*      V•
?r\\\Wi\\>l-- + v\ =?r\\\     Z    ~

v 2*        J UI y-»-<+i   /

= Pr{     Z

> 1
-? + '}

-? + '}

i/i
<-T-<1,

by Chebyshev's inequality. Using the independe; ce of the Wit we

define

Yi=Wi,   Z, = 0      if   \\Wi\\ g 1- — + ,,
2*

i = 1, 2,

F¿ = 0,       Z,= Wi    if    ||1F,|| > l-- + v,
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Then {Yi} is of type 2, and in fact \\Y^u)\\£l-«/2*+f, all
w£ö, i=l, 2, • • • , so that c{ Yi} ^C(l-k/2k+r¡). The sequence

{||Zi||} is independent, and since ||Zi(co)|| ¿1, all »G^, i=l, 2, • • •

and Pr{Z< = 0}>l-77, we have £(||Zf||) <ij. Thus c{Zt) ác{||Z4||}

at?, by the (real-valued) strong law of large numbers. It is easily

seen that c{ Wt} úc{ F,} +c{Z,}, and thus

C-v<c{Ui} =c{F,} =c{Wi}

^c{Yi} +  c{Zi}

= C(1-^ + ") + "-

Since C^l, we have C(e/2*) <3n for every r;>0 which is impossible

if C>0. This proves the lemma.

3. Condition (A) implies condition (B).

Theorem 3. Let % be a Banach space in which condition (B) fails.

Then there is in Ha sequence {Xi} of type 2 such that

c{Xi\ = 1."

Proof. If 36 fails to meet condition (B), then for every k and e,

there are k vectors Oi, • • • , a* in the unit ball of 36 such that

11+01+ • • • + o*|| =&(l—e) for every choice of signs. We now choose

any sequences {«,•} and {ô<} of positive real numbers with e„—»0 and

S„—»0. We now proceed as follows:

We choose an integer ki with ki> (1 — 5i)/5i and a set of elements

a?, ■ • • , a^ such that

ii,    (i) ,    m , <t)|i ^ . /,       x
ll+fli    + a2    + • • • + fl*! || á «i(l — ei)

for all choices of signs. Then, for each «>1, we set

and choose

n-l

mn = S ki
i-i

1 -sn
k„ >-mn

5n

and kn elements a{"\ ■ ■ ■ , aj£' such that

+ a"  + • • • + o*„ || = kn(l — en)

8 For definition of type 2, see proof of Lemma 2.
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for all choices of signs. This gives us

kn
> I -sn

mn+i

and

7W„

<8n.
mn+i

For any integer i, we have mj<i^m,+i for some value of/, i.e.,

i = mj+r, where l^r^fcy. Define ft¿ = a^. This gives us a sequence

{bi} of elements of •£. We define a sequence {Xi} oí random it-

variables by requiring that the A,- be independent and that

Pr{Z, = 6,} =Pr{Xi=-bi} =1/2. Then {X{} is a sequence of type

2, and for each/ and each uGfi, we have

z *»
777y+i    t=i

1

7«y+l   i-mj+l

Z    A,(co)
1     "•»'

Z A,(co)

1

OTy+i

1

Ü) 0)
+ ffi   ± a2   ±

777j+l   ¿-1

• ± % Il - ■777y

777y+i

¿y(l-iy)-
777

777y+i 777y+i

>(1  - Sy)(l  - ej) - 0j.

Thus, for every coGß,

1
Z *<(«)

77   ,=i

=   1,lim sup
n

so that c{Xi} =1, as required.

Corollary 4. 7/ ï 7j a Banach space, then the constant C(ï), defined

in the proof of Lemma 2, can take only the values 0 or 1.
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